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Temperature and thickness dependencies of ferromagnetic resonance �FMR� characteristics, such as reso-
nance field, signal intensity, and linewidth have been studied at 9.25 GHz in both tunnel junctions
MgO�100� /Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V and in single iron films MgO�100� /Fe/V having the same growth parameters as
in junctions. The FMR data have been interpreted on the basis of structural and static magnetic measurements
performed in this work, and compared with the known model of FMR in ultrathin magnetic layers coupled
through a nonmagnetic spacer. An exponential decay of the coupling strength with spacer layers thickness
together with the decrease of the coupling under film cooling found by the FMR, are in good agreement with
the Slonczewski and Bruno theories developed for free electron spin polarized tunneling between the ferro-
magnetic layers across an insulating barrier.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1960s, a periodic revival of scientific interest in
magnetic multilayers is closely related to recurrent develop-
ments in the field of functional electronics and computer
facilities. For the last few years an interest in magnetic mul-
tilayers has grown even more,1 since a very high tunneling
magnetoresistance �TMR� ratio was expected to be obtained
in epitaxial magnetic tunnel junctions �MTJ� containing two
magnetic layers separated by an insulating MgO barrier.
Such systems have been studied recently �e.g., in Refs. 2–8�.
Although the measured TMR ratios were large,2,3 they did
not reach predicted values. A plausible reason of this discrep-
ancy is believed to be due to the oxidation of Fe layer at the
Fe/MgO interfaces.5

A theory describing the conductance of tunnel junctions
has been developed by Slonczewski,9 who has interpreted
experiments by Gittleman10 and Jullière11 on the basis of
band theory and proposed a model for the interlayer coupling
�IC� through a tunneling barrier at T=0. The important role
of the interfacial structure in the magnetoresistance �MR�
effect has been shown. According to recent studies,12–15 the
tunnel transmission becomes strongly affected by resonant
effects at the interfaces. The signature of the interfacial
resonance in the tunneling has been demonstrated
in Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V films with the thin MgO spacer by
conductivity measurements.16 In Refs. 6 and 7 we studied
advanced MTJs containing a Co layer, that is,
Fe1/MgO/Fe2/Co/V. The spacer thickness range, for
which the coupling is antiferromagnetic, has been deter-
mined from room temperature static magnetic measurements.
On the one hand, an exponential IC decay with growing
spacer thickness established by magnetometric measure-
ments, indicates a spin-polarized quantum tunneling to be the
main mechanism of the interlayer exchange interaction in
these systems. On the other hand, AF coupling has been

found for the spacer thickness range lying well below the
smallest thickness limit of the MgO layer estimated for this
coupling type in Ref. 17 using the Slonczewski model.9 Fur-
ther studying of the coupling mechanism requires tempera-
ture measurements. In the framework of the spin-polarized
quantum tunneling theory the interlayer coupling should in-
crease with temperature, contrary to the predictions of the
other models, e.g., the model of the impurity assisted ex-
change coupling having a resonant origin.17 It should be
noted, that the analysis of the temperature dependence of the
magnetometry data of IC faces difficulties because of the
strong temperature dependence of the anisotropy energy. Fer-
romagnetic resonance �FMR�, as seen below, is a more suit-
able technique for such investigations.

In the current paper we interpret X-band FMR spectra
observed in the trilayer junctions Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V �V is the
capping layer� that exhibit an interlayer exchange. In this
case the analysis of the data is more reliable due to the sim-
plified film structure compared to the structure of the ad-
vanced MTJ system with cobalt Fe1/MgO/Fe2/Co/V. IC
effects are deduced by studying thickness and temperature
dependencies of the resonance fields, as well as of the FMR
signal intensity and linewidth both in trilayers and in single
layer Fe reference samples deposited under similar condi-
tions. An interpretation of the FMR spectra of the films is
based on the data of our structural and magnetometric mea-
surements and on the theoretical descriptions of FMR in
coupled magnetic layers.18,19

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Epitaxial Fe1/MgO/Fe2 structures of different layer
thicknesses were deposited using the molecular-beam epi-
taxy �MBE� technique. Iron layers were prepared by thermal
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evaporation from a standard Knudsen cell. A 10 nm thick V
capping layers, as well as MgO spacer layers, were prepared
by means of an electron gun. The first Fe layer was deposited
on an annealed MgO substrate that had the cubic axes paral-
lel with the specimen edges. It was annealed for 15 min at
450 °C and then a MgO insulating layer, having a thickness
of 0.6, 0.8, or 1.0 nm, was subsequently deposited. Then the
second Fe layer was epitaxially grown on the top of the MgO
barrier. The thickness of the first Fe layer varied in the range
of 10–34 nm, the thickness of the second one was in the
range 3.5–30 nm and its determination error was within
±5–7 % of the layer thickness. The MgO thickness values
have been measured using the reflection high energy electron
diffraction �RHEED� technique. Clear RHEED intensity os-
cillations were observed allowing a determination of the
MgO layer thickness �dMgO� with a low absolute uncertainty:
less than ±0.05 nm. The films consisted of high quality ul-
trathin layers without pinholes and had flat interfaces. The
continuity of the insulating layer has been previously
checked down to 0.5 nm using transmission electron micros-
copy �TEM�, electrical, and magnetoresistance measure-
ments. The growth conditions and the characterization
of the films have been described in more details in Refs. 6
and 7.

The crystalline structure of the samples was determined
using TEM and x-ray diffraction measurements. The iron
layer grew pseudomorphically on the MgO�100� sub-
strate, but the Fe unit cell was rotated by 45° with respect
to the MgO unit cell. The epitaxial relationship was:
Fe�100��110� �MgO�100��100�. The annealed layers were
found to be single crystalline. The structure of the second
iron layer grown on the top of the insulating barrier was
similar to the structure of the first layer. This layer was not
annealed as its surface was quite smooth without any evi-
dence of polycrystallinity or texture. In the trilayers the iron
cells were rotated by 45° with respect to the MgO unit cells
similar to case of single iron layers deposited onto MgO
substrates. The films exhibited two hard magnetic axes �110�
parallel to the sample edges and two easy axes �100�Fe in the
plane �100�Fe oriented parallel to the diagonals of the square
sample.

The magnetization curves have been investigated by
means of a superconducting quantum interference device
�SQUID� and alternating gradient field magnetometers. Mag-
netization versus magnetic field loops have been obtained on
multilayer films with lateral sizes greater than a few milli-
meters. A magneto-optical Kerr rotation setup was used to
measure the hysteresis loop of the thinnest �dFe=3.5 nm�
single Fe layer. Due to the epitaxial growth, both Fe layers
present fourfold symmetry and have an easy/hard axis in the
top layer parallel to that in the bottom layer.

FMR experiments have been performed using an X-band
VARIAN spectrometer operating at the frequency
f �9.25 GHz in the field range �−100–2500� mT. The power
of the microwave field h, directed in most cases parallel to
the sample surface, was 1 mW. A sample holder was
mounted at the center of the resonance cavity within the rf
magnetic component antinode allowing both the in-plane and
out-of-plane rotation of the sample with respect to the static

applied magnetic field. The angular dependencies of the
resonance field Hr�� ,�� were measured in the films having
different thicknesses of the top iron layer dFe2 or of the in-
sulating barrier dMgO. The angle � between the direction
of the applied magnetic field H and the film normal n was
varied from �=90° �H was in the film plane, H�n� to
�=0 �H �n�. The angle � characterizing the in-plane rotation
was measured from the direction of the in-plane hard axis of
the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the iron �110� axis. In this
case h was directed perpendicular to the film surface.

The general condition of the ferromagnetic resonance is21
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where �=2�f , and � is the gyromagnetic ratio. �M and �M
are equilibrium polar and azimuthal angles of the magneti-
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The free energy density F includes the Zeeman contribution,
as well as the shape, magnetocrystalline and uniaxial aniso-
tropy energies. If the specimen consists of coupled layers,
the magnetic coupling energy should also be taken into ac-
count. The FMR equations and their analysis in the case of
the epitaxial single �001� – oriented Fe film are reported, for
instance, in Refs. 22 and for the films with coupled layers the
analysis is performed in Refs. 18 and 19.

III. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

We investigate: �i� single Fe layers deposited on the MgO
substrates and capped with a 10 nm thick V layer
�MgO/Fex/V10� to simulate the Fe2 layers in the stack
Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V, �ii� the stack itself, and �iii� the Fe film on
the MgO substrate covered with the MgO and V layers
�MgO/Fe34/MgO1.5/V10� in order to simulate the boundary
conditions for the first iron layer in the complete MTJ. The
Fe single-layer thicknesses of 3.5, 6.5, 11, 34 nm, are close
to the Fe thicknesses in the trilayers. Subscripts indicate the
corresponding layer thicknesses in nm.

A. Room temperature FMR and SQUID data in single iron
films Fe/V

The structural and magnetic properties of thin epitaxial
iron films have been well studied, e.g., in Refs. 5, 20, 22, and
25. In this section we show that the properties of our Fe
specimens are similar to those reported in the literature. The
good quality of the investigated layers allows a better analy-
sis of the magnetic coupling mechanism in the studied MTJs.

According to Prinz et al.,20 magnetic properties of the
ultrathin �dFe�5.0 nm, the exchange length in Fe at room
temperature18� MBE grown Fe films are surface dominated.
The partial oxidation of iron and the occurrence of a strained
FeO layer at the MgO/Fe interfaces5 may cause a modifica-
tion of magnetic parameters in the local interfacial regions.
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Generally, the ultrathin Fe films grown on MgO substrates
exhibit two surface uniaxial anisotropies. According to Ref.
18, the perpendicular anisotropy originates from a vertical
lattice distortion because of a horizontal “film-substrate”
structural mismatch. This would give rise to a twofold aniso-
tropy E=−K cos2 � and thus an effective magnetization
�Meff� described in Ref. 22. The parallel uniaxial anisotropy
occurs in films with vicinal surfaces or having unidirectional
interface chemical ordering �e.g., Ref. 18 and references
therein�. It was not found in our samples.

The FMR spectra in iron films consist of two well sepa-
rated lines. Double peaks of this type have been earlier ob-
served and interpreted in monocrystalline nickel ferrite.21 It
has been shown �e.g., Refs. 20–22� that in a single iron layer
the appearance of two resonance peaks is due to the strong
magnetocrystalline anisotropy field HA. The high field signal
is the conventional saturated resonance, meanwhile the low
field peak occurs below saturation as a result of a precession
of the film magnetization M at the effective field H�HA.
The anisotropy is also responsible for a disappearance of
both resonance peaks when the applied field deviates from
the anisotropy hard axis. We observed that effect in Fe films,
as shown in Fig. 1�a� by the solid �saturation regime� and
dashed �nonsaturation regime� lines. The two signals have
been detected in all samples in a wide temperature range
�1.4–300 K�. In this work the FMR study of the samples is
mainly focused on the FMR in saturated films.

The upper curve in Fig. 1�b� demonstrates that the thick-
ness dependence of Hr

sat in the Fe series is weak. This is

consistent with weak magnetic surface energy pinning, or its
absence, and justifies a simple model, in which the thick iron
films are treated like the ultrathin layers having the uniform
magnetization.26 As shown in Ref. 22, at the in-plane dc
magnetic field the Fe film can be treated in such a way up to
the thickness of 100 nm.

The values of both the saturation magnetization, Ms

1700 G, determined by SQUID, and the FMR resonance
field in our specimens are close to the values known from the
literature for iron films with similar crystalline structure and
thickness, e.g., in Ref. 22 and references therein. Unfortu-
nately, an absence of the signal at 9 GHz, when the samples
were magnetized along an easy axis, did not allow us to
determine the energy of the fourfold anisotropy. However,
the HA value has been found22 to be close enough to the
value for bulk iron. Our measurements give for the perpen-
dicular resonance field Hr

�=2314 mT. Using the simple
equation for the perpendicular FMR configuration18,26

��

�
� = Hr

� − 4�Mef f + HA, �3�

and assuming both HA=56 mT �the bulk value� and the spec-
troscopic factor g=2.09 �e.g., Refs. 18 and 22�, we estimate
4�Mef f at 20.5 kG; 4�Mef f =4�MS−Hu. Here Hu�85 mT
is the uniaxial anisotropy field due to the vertical lattice dis-
tortion and broken symmetry at the interface.22

B. Room temperature FMR and SQUID data in
Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V junctions

Representative FMR spectra in junctions
Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V at fixed thicknesses of both the first Fe
layer �dFe1=30 nm� and the insulating barrier �dMgO

=0.6 nm�, are shown in Figs. 2�a�–2�c�. The saturated signals
are observed to the right of the dashed line.

In accordance with a theoretical model18,19 describing the
FMR in coupled ultrathin layers, the two high field reso-
nance peaks are acoustic and optical modes. The layer mag-
netizations precess in a coupled manner that results in an
acoustic mode �when the magnetic moments in the two lay-
ers are in phase� and in an optical mode �when they rotate in
antiphase�. In the cited works the exchange coupling be-
tween the magnetic layers 1 and 2 is taken in the form

Eex = − J12
M� 1 · M� 2

M1M2
, �4�

where J12 is the coupling parameter and M� 1, M� 2 are the
magnetizations of the layers 1 and 2.

The angular dependencies of the resonance fields Hr��� in
the representative samples �Fig. 3� show that the optical
mode is observed at higher fields than the acoustic one, that
is better seen for the film shown in the inset. Hence the
coupling is antiferromagnetic in agreement with Refs. 18 and
19. The value of 4�Mef f estimated using the � dependence of
the resonance field for the Fe30/MgO0.6/Fe20/V10 film, is
approximately 21 kG. We used values of K1 and g obtained
for the single Fe films �see above� and Hr

�=2360 mT. In the
thinner sample having dFe2=10 nm �see the inset� Hr

�

FIG. 1. Angular � dependencies of the resonance field �a� in
saturation �solid lines� and nonsaturation �dashed lines� regimes
in the representative Fe34/MgO/V10 film and in the
Fe30/MgO0.8/Fe20/V10 stack: open circles correspond to the acous-
tic mode, crossed circles belong to the optical mode, solid circles
indicate unsaturated resonance. The angle � is measured from the
hard axis. Thickness dependencies of the parallel resonance fields in
single iron films �b�: solid circles indicate resonance fields under
saturation; data below saturation are shown by solid squares. The
layer thicknesses in nm are shown by subscripts. The measurements
have been performed at f =9.25 GHz and T=300 K. Angular � de-
pendencies of the resonance field indicate fourfold in-plane
symmetry.
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�2500 mT. This is at the upper bound of the applied field
range and cannot be accurately measured.

The FMR signals in trilayers are observed in the vicinity
of the hard anisotropy axis ��=90° � only, as it can be seen
from the angular � dependencies of the resonance fields
shown in Fig. 1�a�. These plots for the stack �symbols� are
similar to those for the single iron film �lines�. Note that in
the Fe30/MgO0.8/Fe20/V10 film �Fig. 1�a��, the coupling is
not strong, that is Hex�5 mT.

Hysteresis loops measured at 300 K in junctions
Fe1/MgOx/Fe2/V, having different thicknesses �x� of insu-

lating layers, are shown in Fig. 4. An asymmetry of the mi-
nor loops �not shown here�, which decreases with growing
dMgO, and the presence of steps �Fig. 4�a�� indicate an anti-
ferromagnetic coupling, in agreement with the FMR data. If
the field is applied along one easy axis, the second easy axis
is perpendicular to the field. This explains the two-step re-
versal observed between 10 and 20 mT. Indeed, when the
magnetization of the thinner magnetic layer reverses towards
the antiparallel configuration, it will be trapped in the aniso-
tropy quantum well related to the second easy axis.

The values of the interlayer exchange fields Hex were de-
termined from the minor hysteresis loops. Figure 5 shows the
experimental dependence Hex�dMgO� manifesting an expo-
nential decrease of the exchange coupling with the spacer
thickness in agreement with the Slonczewski’s theory. How-
ever, the linear dependence of the coupling field on the in-
verse thickness of the Fe layer, shown in the inset, cannot
follow from this model, in which a simple case of the inter-
face coupling between semi-infinite electrodes is considered.

In the FMR experiments a measure of the coupling
strength is the difference between the resonance fields of the

FIG. 2. In-plane FMR spectra in the Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V films
with different dFe2 :10 nm �a�; 20 nm �b�; 30 nm �c�; 5 nm �d�.
Layer thicknesses are: dMgO=0.6 nm; dFe1=30 nm �a�-�c�, and
10 nm �d�. Unsaturated and saturated resonances are respectively on
the left and on the right of the dashed line. Positions of the optical
mode are indicated by arrows. The FMR spectra were recorded at
f =9.25 GHz in the film plane along the hard magnetic axis.
T=300 K.

FIG. 3. Room temperature angular � dependencies of the reso-
nance fields Hr

acoust �solid circles� and Hr
optic �open circles� in the

stacks Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V with different thicknesses of the top Fe
layer: 10 nm �inset� and 20 nm. At �=90° magnetic field H is ap-
plied along a hard magnetization axis.

FIG. 4. Hysteresis loops in the Fe30/MgOx/Fe20/V10 films de-
pending on the thickness x of MgO spacer. x=0.6 nm �a�, 1.0 nm
�b�. The field was applied in the film plane along an easy magneti-
zation axis. T=300 K.

FIG. 5. The MgO thickness dependencies of the exchange field
in Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V stacks at 300 K, determined from magnetiza-
tion measurements. The open squares indicate experimental values
of Hex. The line is exponential fit. The exchange field depending on
the inverse thickness of the top Fe layer is shown in the inset.
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optical and acoustic modes: 	Hr=Hr
optic−Hr

acoust.
Figures 2 and 6 show dependencies of the optical and

acoustic resonance fields on the top iron layer thickness at
the fixed thicknesses of the bottom iron layer and the MgO
spacer. The stronger is the coupling, the larger is 	Hr. The
acoustic peak moves to lower fields with growing dFe2,
meanwhile the optical resonant signal approaches the acous-
tic one and its intensity increases �Figs. 2�a�–2�c��. Such a
behavior of the signals is evidence of the weakening of an-
tiferromagnetic coupling.18,19 As distinct from these plots,
the trilayer having thinner Fe layers demonstrates a single
resonance �Fig. 2�d��, therefore the strong IC. The presence
of some pinholes in the MgO layer in this case cannot be
fully excluded. Reverting to Fig. 2�c�, note that the optical
mode is observed at the equal nominal thicknesses of both Fe
layers, though in this case only the acoustic resonance can be
present. But, in fact, an error on the dFe value runs up to 7%.

The graphs in Fig. 6 clearly show that the coupling be-
tween the Fe layers depends on their thickness. It decreases
with increasing thickness of the top Fe layer and is not de-
tectable anymore at dFe2
40 nm. Note that a simple model
describing two iron films with uniform magnetizations
coupled by a surface exchange energy term, does not predict
a linear dependence of the optical resonance field on iron
layer thickness. Therefore in that case the form �4� of the
exchange coupling may not be quite correct.

A decrease of the coupling �shown by the decrease of
	Hr� is also observed if the spacer thickness is increased
�Fig. 7�. It is clearly seen, that at equal spacer thicknesses the
interlayer coupling is stronger in ultrathin multilayers �open
circles�. In this figure the experimental thickness dependence
of the exchange field �open squares� obtained by SQUID in
the same ultrathin film, is shown for a comparison. The FMR
and SQUID data are in good agreement.

C. Temperature dependence of FMR parameters

Temperature measurements have been performed to fur-
ther verify the validity of the Bruno’s model23 for the inter-
layer coupling in the Fe/MgO/Fe system. In this theory an
expression for the coupling constant reduces to Slonczews-
ki’s result at T=0. Data obtained using SQUID do not give a

clear picture as the dependence Hex�T� cannot be distin-
guished on the background of the strong temperature varia-
tions of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy24 K1�T�
shown in the inset to Fig. 8. The variation of uniaxial stress-
induced anisotropy is also expected but according to the re-
sults obtained by Meckenstock et al.,25 a resonance line in
the saturated epitaxial Fe films is mainly affected by K1 and
film magnetization M. The latter remained almost unchanged
within the temperature range 1.4–300 K, as we have verified
performing SQUID measurements. Within experimental ac-
curacy the plots Hr�T� obtained for the single Fe film �solid
squares� and for the stack �open �Hr

optic� and solid �Hr
acoust�

circles� shown in Fig. 8, are parallel. Therefore the tempera-
ture dependence of the coupling strength is not revealed.
This makes difficulties for a determination of the tempera-
ture behaviour of IC by FMR as well as by SQUID. How-
ever, we can obtain some information about the coupling
origin by analyzing the temperature dependencies of the

FIG. 6. Acoustic and optical in-plane resonance fields versus
Fe2 layer thickness in the Fe30/MgO0.6/Fex /V10 films at 300 K.

FIG. 7. The separation between parallel resonance fields of
acoustic and optical modes as a function of the MgO spacer thick-
ness in two samples Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V differing by the Fe2 layer
thickness: 3.5 nm �open circles� and 20 nm �solid circles�. The plot
Hex�dMgO� shown by open squares and a solid line, is the same as in
Fig. 5. The data �symbols� are fitted with exponentials �lines�. T
=300 K.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependencies of the parallel resonance
fields in Fe11/V10 �solid squares� and Fe30/MgO0.6/Fe20/V10 �solid
and open circles� films. The anisotropy constant K1 versus tempera-
ture �Ref. 24� is shown in the inset.
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resonance signal intensity�I� and FMR linewidth ��H� pre-
sented in Figs. 9 and 10.

In spite of a slow change of the FMR signal intensity in
the single Fe layer below 100 K �Fig. 9�a�, solid squares�,
the acoustic peak �solid circles� keeps decreasing in this tem-
perature range. At the same time, the intensity of the optical
peak �open circles� increases. This is clearly seen in Fig. 9�b�
where the intensity ratio Iacoust / Ioptic is plotted against the
temperature. Such behavior for both signals indicates cou-
pling weakening.18,19 The latter is confirmed by a correlation
between the intensity ratio and the exchange coupling field
shown in Fig. 9�c� where both Iacoust / Ioptic and �Hex� are plot-
ted depending on the top Fe layer thickness. The decrease of
the interlayer exchange at low temperatures is in agreement
with a prediction of the model23 since the tunneling barrier is
higher at lower T.

Figure 10�a� shows that the linewidth in the single Fe
layer ��HFe� remains almost unchanged under sample cool-
ing. Generally �H is sensitive rather to the anisotropy dis-
persion than to the K values. The dispersion, and therefore
the linewidth, should be larger at interfaces due to imperfec-
tions and strains. Inhomogeneous strains tend to relax with

increasing temperature. However, this does not have a strong
influence on the temperature dependence of the linewidth in
the iron film �Fig. 10�a��, although two interfaces are avail-
able: Fe/MgO �with the substrate� and Fe/V �with the cap-
ping layer�. Meanwhile in the junction �H noticeably in-
creases when the sample is cooled down. Figure 10�b� shows
the temperature dependence of the additional �compared to
single Fe film� line broadening ��Had� occurring in coupled
Fe layers. As can be seen in Fig. 10�c�, showing the MgO
thickness dependencies of the FMR linewidth and exchange
field, line broadening corresponds to decreasing exchange
coupling field. A similar behavior of the Fe2 thickness de-
pendencies of �Hacoust and Hex is demonstrated in the inset.
Most probably, resonance line broadening at low tempera-
tures �Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�� means a decrease of the cou-
pling strength. This correlates with the observed temperature
behavior of the resonance intensity. However, a mechanism
of the inhomogeneous line broadening is actually rather
complicated and requires a separate study using FMR at
higher frequencies. Such an investigation would allow the
observation of an FMR signal in the full range of the angles
� ,� and then quantitative assessments of the coupling
strength.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependencies of the FMR signal intensity
in Fe11/V10 �solid squares� and Fe30/MgO0.6/Fe20/V10 �solid and
open circles� films �a�. The intensity ratio of acoustic and optical
peaks as a function of the temperature �b�. The FMR intensity ratio
�solid circles� and the absolute value of the exchange coupling field
�open squares�, obtained using SQUID, versus the top Fe layer
thickness at T=300 K �c�. The data �symbols� are fitted with expo-
nentials �lines� �b, c�.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependencies of the parallel FMR line-
width in Fe11/V10 �solid squares� and Fe30/MgO0.6/Fe20/V10 �solid
and open circles� films �a�. The additional linewidth �Had

= ��Hac
Fe/MgO/Fe/V−�HFe/V� as a function of the temperature �b�. The

parallel FMR linewidth of the acoustic signal �solid circles� and the
exchange coupling field �Hex� �open squares�, obtained using
SQUID, as functions of the MgO layer thickness at 300 K �c�.
Room temperature dependencies of both the parallel linewidth and
the exchange field on the top Fe layer thickness are shown in the
inset. The lines are exponential and linear ��Had� fits.
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In summary: angular, thickness and temperature depen-
dencies of X-band FMR fields, signal intensities, and line-
widths in epitaxial trilayers Fe1/MgO/Fe2/V, as well as in
single iron reference films, have been studied. The behavior
of the FMR signals agrees with theoretical pre-
dictions18,19 for the antiferromagnetic layer coupling. The
coupling strength decreases with increasing thicknesses of
the insulating layer and the iron top layer, as well as under
sample cooling. Both the former and the latter are in agree-
ment with the free-electron framework model of the IC
coupling9 and its temperature dependence.23 However, in ep-
itaxial Fe/MgO/Fe stacks, a resonance assisted tunneling

mechanism may drive the physics of the AF coupling by spin
polarized tunneling beyond the free-electron framework as it
has been theoretically considered by Zhuravlev et al.17

Therefore, a realistic interpretation of the temperature depen-
dence of the IC should take into account all these aspects.
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